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Introductory Not& 
0 N THE very day (March 5,1953) that the death of Stdin wm announced, the authom ofthis pamphlet 
completed the final revhion of the manuscript of a 
400-page book W n g  the tentative title, Th Conring 
f i w t f ~ l l  #Stalinism. The chapter headings of this pro- 
ject appear on the following page. As a rault of this 
not wholly unanticipated coincidence, it seemed best 
to delay the appearance of this book until the signifi- 
cance of Stdin's p a h g  could be ruikbly appraised 
and incorporated in our text. 
On account of the spacial intemt that Part 111, An 
Ethical Inguiy, had amused among some critical and 
appreciative read- of the manwcript, it was deemed 
expbdient to hue immediately the t h e  chapters m- 
prisiig it in separate pamphlet hrm. This will give the 
authors time to make appropriate changes in the re- 
mainder of the work before publishing the complete 
volumt. Such is the origin of the present pamphlet. 
THE COMING DOWNFALL OF STALINISM 
by 
Roger Paync, B.A, LL-B. and George W. Harmam, Ph.D. 
Chapter I The Gist of the World Problem 
Chapter I1 Same Historical Background 
Chapter 111 Marxism-The First Phase 
Chapter IV Comm&h*cc 
Chapter V CmnmtmistPhikphy 
a p t a m  Lninh-The h n d  P h  
Chapter VII The 3olshevik REvolution 
Chapter VIII S t a l i T h c  Third Phase 
Chapter IX Tactics of World Cammunimn 
Chapter X What i sn EthiCPll h i * ?  
C h a p  XI M PBychOlogy 
ChapatrXII Comm&Pgrchology 
Chapter XI11 The Story of Dictatom 
ChapterXIv T h C ~ ~ S t a t c  
Chapter XV The Maintenance of Dictia~mhip 
Chapter XVI The of R W  and her h t d i t m  
Chapter XVII The "Cold War" with Soviet Im- 
Chapter XVIII The Point Four Program 
Chapter XIX Wi Stalin start Another World Wm? 
Chapta XX W h g  the "Cold War" 
Chapter XXI Can Stalinism bt Ended Wsthwt War? 
Chapter 1 
I F EVERYTHING that we did were a matter of indiffanct, there could not bt any ethical judgments. kcawe we are so 
wnstituted that pl#blmca for certain forms of b v i o u r  as well as 
06jtctions to others exist, tthim may be said to bt based upon.thc 
psychological reality of discriminating &tween various ex+- 
tnaes of value. 
The feeling that human conduct is measurable by some d e  of
goodnm is a primitive one. W e  think it worth while to be accu- 
rate rather than incorrect in adding up a column of figuxs, 
because we know or bef eve that in rhc long run- and JW mod mlc more 
&sirable results Bow from the farmer than from the latter action. 
Pmumably, this is the basis for approving one response and dis- 
approving the other. But an error in computation may k unin- 
tentional, in which case we may consider the person incompetent 
but blamclcss. On thc other hand, we recognize an unethical 
quality or motive in a deliberate misreptcscntation designed to 
deceive others to their hurt for the advantage of the deceiver. 
When we examine a collection of cases or incidents to which 
the terms "ethical" or "unethical" are applied, we usually fmd 
that it is the pmence or absence of some prkip1c which underhes 
the use of the terms. This abstract feature appears to be conveyed 
by such ideas as "ought", "should", or "must", and similar can- 
ceptrr. Conduct motivated by a ssms ofougktffass is ethical conduct, 
especially when a w v  of,and devotion to, the Largcl. or higher 
values involved in an act of choice decisively determine the out- 
come. Thus, a man ought to be honat, even if he isn't; he s W  
be friendly and helpful to his neighhorn, even if he lacks such a 
&spition; he should conduct his affairs without injury to others, 
even though he may be more interested in benefiting himself 
than in avoiding harm to his fellow human beings; he o q h t  to sup 
port in %om way dl intcl1ectd efforts to improve the quality of 
group living, even though he may be indifferent or op@ to 
such activitics. 
At a severely pmdd  level, it often semrs that "applied" ethics 
is little more than a aerie of do's and dont's. There is no quation 
but that somewhat detailed specifications as to acts to br a d d  or 
~~d constitute the core of common, habitual, or ordinary 
"morality". But when one coma to the question d p  it is bttter to 
do bnc thing rather than mother, then one fin& such chokes are 
always tmceab1e to somt wer-srrching s y s l a  of voltlcs. It b better 
(for o d  and otbcrs) to Ise hcalthy than to bc sick, m m  dssirabk 
to be alive than to be dad, p lmnter  to be happy than unhappy, 
tltwr s d i p i q  to bt intelligent than stupid, strong than weak, beau- 
tifuI than ugly, kind than brutal, and aa forth. 
Thc list could be txtcndcd indefinitely to cover a11 conditions, 
characteristi= and activities fbund in our lives. Sometha the 
&cal umpo6mt is prominent-as when one sends food or cloth- 
ing to a destitute M g n  family-r more in the background-= 
when one rcfuats to buy r certain company's products becam of 
dislike for its cumcnt I a b r  policy. But it is hard to h d  any form 
of ation in which the ethical element is not prominently pmmt, 
since dmmt everjthing that permits options or dternativear in 
doing w not doing, contributes in some way either toward a bttttr 
or to a worn psoaality or social qstem. 
Increased k t i v i t y  to the relationship.sumunding JI behav- 
iour, and a@ly to its comqwnccs when apprsisad in terms of 
the highat ~ M c  standards or ideals, is a n v  put ofethi- 
cal dcvelopmcut for all people. The goird man is one who is gt.8wing 
in ilrs rig& not n d y  one who has arrived them, since 
t h e  is no t d y  final end to this pmas of seeking thb Highs4 
wheclever it may be h d .  
With this preliminary diwussion of the nature of the ethical 
d e t y  we may now move to a wnsidtration of the k p m d  
effects d certain societies on their individual members, and the 
iduence they in turn may exert upon the groups of which they 
am pam, F m m  one point ofview, what we d l  d h r r w  rn m d y  
"other peopled"' S i  we are always intmmzting with each other, 
the e k t s  of guch cram-stimulation and response am m u t d ,  that 
is, stxietia change as the individuals comprising them chsrnge and 
vice vmm. Thus, there is little doubt that the moral fewor of such 
figurw aa Whittier, Garriaon, and other Abolitionists m dttd 
the totd mood or sitgation in America between 1830 and 1860 
that the sheer intdcctd pition of defendem of chattel s h ~ y  
ultimately untenable. Convedy, the " d p t i o n "  of 
India h m  British rule in I947 has already r e l a d  strong d v t  
form of initiative, rtsourcefuhm, and independence of mind in 
cmmtt.aa n u m b  where formerly such individual lrtttibutw wn 
much 1- in cvidmce 
It is rm h d o u a  undertaking to describe the Moral Man w 
the Moral Society, for m e  b in p v c  danger of mady  offering a 
revealing recital of one'r current prejudices. N t v ~ J e ~ ,  some
diort to outline both is unavoidable-indeed, it would probably 
be unethical to refrain from the attempt. M y  the endeavor 
to reach progr&vdy h i g h  ltvels of d e t y  is more likely to be 
I . helped than h i a d d  by such attempts. I On the p d  I d ,  it scema dear than an acccpimce of large, long-term res-bilities to promott the welfare of all p pie s y m p t o h  a higher plane d ethical o b h p t i m  than one 
which d m  itself to M e r i n g  the advantap of one's immwli- 
ate group. One may dl this the criterion of &d4. This con- 
cept ia implicit in (1) the ancient injunction to do unto othem as 
you would have them do unto you, (2) the democratic paandate 
that thegmdofd all preccdcwcwcrthe goodofthe &,and 
(3) the dim awarenesrr that in some fundamental way all men arc 
brothers. Thm arc other f o d i z a d  car-marb of the ptr- 
sodtysuch m t m w i r h y d ~ ~ i n u l o ~ R i q l o u r r # d & h  
#msi'bk ~ . m l i o n  4&* e w ? p M .  
Tht completely tthid d order, thm, can only M produd 
by fully ethical pcmnalitits. But that ethical individuah thtm- 
4- originated and grew to maturity in an imm ttbical or 
e v m  definitely unethical aociety. k there perhaps nome inberent 
tendency for the worse to be supplanted by the kk r?  To s r r y p  
would be a comforting optimistic belief and distinctly more en- 
w a g i n g  than to hold that the h t u  naturdy bceom tht worse. 
W~thout attempting an www to this di%cult question, m can 
at least rccognk that no culturc is so bad that mme d y  
superior people do not emerge from it and rise above it-or m 
g a d  that some ethically inferior #ties do not appear. Thc 
former pbcnomenon, at least, is- n comta~tly &ng &tor of 
hope, and may underlie the d y d a  of all progrws. Mwewer, 
at any given time any society eontslina mcrd p d e l  t d i t i o ~ ~ ~  
within itself, and t h e  undergo dative stmqtheniug or w d t n -  
ing aa man's experience with thcm dcepcns. 
An ethical community can bc dmmckrizad as o l ~ c  o d  
with hering the dcdopmwt of ethical #ties i all ia 
members. To do thh rcquira avoiding many thhqa now done; 
and doing much now left undone. A nation that gee to wsr in- 
evitably bdicta - - much harm, not only upon . i ~ s  -- avowed f+ but 
dm upon ita own eirizena A ration that faii to supply the fullest 
possible Mtb ervicm fix dl its inhabitants is in &ect condemn- 
ing them to lead less usefut liva than would othtrwise be pmible. 
Very simply, an ethical social order opcram to advance the wtll- 
being of d, not some of ib members, and is positively concerned 
to pursue mcb plicics as will further the welfare of all humanity. 
Even r state, whaee jurisdiction is in one sense limited territorially, 
should so ojmatt that people everywhere gain rather than lose by 
what it b 
Not many years ago Edward L. Thorndike' mght to compare 
the G e n d  Goodness of various American citics in terms of certain 
statistical indices by which they could be r d t d  for the qdig  of 
lift they apparently make possible for their inhabitants. For ex- 
ample, there are m- of ecnsus data which show ( I )  the infiurt 
death rate per thousand b i i  for all towns with more than 30,000 
inhabitants, (2) the homicide rate, (3) the pSr m#i& circulation of 
boob in public Iibmrics, (4) the average salary paid to school 
teachem, and (5) the ratio W e e n  the value of all public prop 
erty m d  rhc total bonded debt of the community; and similar 
fiv. 
Mof this kind can bt combined into a pi- of the werall 
merit or desirability of an actuaI city, just as corresponding in- 
formation abut a person can give us a clue as to how good (for 
main p q w c s )  a human being he  is, relative to others. Thus, , 
few of t*i would have any trouble in deciding chat, other things ' 
being equal, we would rather live in a community where ( I )  the 
chances that a new born child will  survive are high, (2) murders 
are few or non-cxiatult, (3) people read many boka rather than , 
few or none, (4) school teachers were adequately paid, and (5) 
the city wsu well managed instead of being in a semi-bankrupt 
condition. Perhap t h e  items taken singly are not mnspicuowIy 
inspiring, but collectively they give a pretty dear indication of 
what a higher rathcr than a lower plane of social ethitx implies. 
Obviously, no one feature makes the crucial difference behveerr a , 
mwal and an i m m d  society, but the tolalpatkn nonch1- can 4 
be as readily distinguished as a square b m  a circle. 
H o d  CedmnuIion ef thr Communbt W 
, . m 
. , 
From the preceding discusion it must be dear that we have 
k n  concerned with laying a bmis for determining thc relative 
ethical stature of great sectors of the world's economy organid 
according to the p k i p l a  of capitzllism, Cammuniem, and Dtm- 
r -tic S o c i ~ .  The temptation to d d  with the problm in simple "all-or-none" terms must bc avoidad, because srll contem- porary culturm art complex combinations of good and Gvil de- ments. For example, In such predominantly capitdm m as 
dcm~ratic Switzeriand and the bureaucratic United State$ thtie 
arc also tendencies and msitive attainments of a scientific. t&- 
nological, democratic, and liberal nature. 
The respective n a t i d  achievements of t h e  anmuits in thtst 
and other areadl of human endeavor are too great to h slighted 
just because one happens to be an anti-capitorlist. It ia likely that 
evtn the fonnal chrbthity prof& by somc modern staters dots 
d e  a kneficial difference in the character of dcmentary pmm- 
to-person reladona, at least by contrast with cultum~ lacking such 
an influence. To this extent the complex mructm of all modern 
societiw must masma some dtfinite ethical vduc or thcv wwld bt 
more &oq&ed than is actually the -. 
The fact that a system "worh" is no proof that it is working sntb 
factorily. A situation may be acceptable without k g  agreeable. 
Moreover, there is a painfully wide gap k w c e n  wbat the pwpa- 
gndists sag their systems arc dcaigned to do, and what they acftr- 
ally accomplish. At the height of the second World War, two 
American writers, John L. Childs and George S. Counts, made 
this amazing decimation:' 
The United Stat- a d  the Soviet Union are alike commit- 
ted to the achievement of m a i n  great moral ends: tht im- 
provement of the lot of the 0rdinh-y men; thc attabmnt of 
equality of opportunity and the dimhation of i@oitation of 
man by man; the abolition of add dischimtion, and the 
achievement of h t b c r h d  among all races and mtidtits. 
It t true that the national archiva of both countria contain 
great state papers proclaiming lofty purposcs similar to those ex- 
p r d  in this quotation. What is more important, however, k th 
& p e t  to whkh ~ ~ ~ e l a  skps are ioksn lo b*ingpb~plC tiom to these mwd 
goak If what b quottd ahwe is conside@ scriody, one wonders 
why the two countrim could have bttn so antagonistic as they 
clearly were from 1918 to 1933, and aa they have h e n  in even 
shsrper form since 1945. With re& to the d@ ''moral ends" 
of the Soviet Union, let us examine the following quotation frwn 
an midt by James BurPham:' 
What is most dreadful about Swkt Communism is not that 
it is plainly wrong, fahe, evil. If it were that then the @ 
lem-intellectual. moral, and historical. would be so much 
a t a h .  The aimply bad, like the simply falae, is a mt- 
ibmd obaaclt that dkolvm whm confronted by the good 
and tbe true. But % t a n h e  could not o t h d  be Satan- 
began as the brightat a&, and is therefore atill able to de- 
aiw c t c m d y .  S d  Cammunh is  a ~ S i O n  gCh# good, DT 
dow to the kt a d  that is why it is more horrifying and 
naductivt than any other dlil movement of our time. T?ut 
ia why, ah, it can never be definitely unmasked, why the 
tmk d &g, exposing and combating it must be daily 
mmvd 
The &actual supporta for such a judgment are extensive and 
unde&Mt. An examination of them and their significance con- 
vefgts upon * p o b :  
1. 7% Soeribt Unim upas fhc w i d ' s  f i s t  wholly totalito& rcgim d' 
the f i e m t  catmy. It hau become progressively more evident from 
its methods and ehat neither human happines nor em- 
nomic equality are ita @. Under the existing regime, the indi- 
vidual has no rights whatsoever. Few perm118 reared in a culture 
even the faintat traditions of individd likrty would 
dcct to live under such a government were other options avail- 
able to them. 
2. C a d  ud& &tnocracy a d  Swiai& dods no! mukt pa@ 
b. On the contrary, it repudiates dl aa rn much "bow- 
@ twaddle'', fopgctting that men who are unjuatly trcattd have 
a kcen and intense faeling of right and wrong. Man's integrity 
and Ereedorn arc vital to his dtvdopmtnt, as shown by the fact 
that mmc o f h  fmat permnabties have gone to the gdows rather 
h surrender their attachment to thtst values. But cli people 
(and not just the "kt") need inteUeetual and moral mom in 
which to grow. 
3. &+wid CMRd bt d$t61~1* w d  e~iCS.  Lying, 
t a t uhg ,  and kdhg ate morally as bad when committed by stam 
a by indivi- a firct often ignored by ardent nationdim. The 
retention of ahicrJ vdum is ind+mmMe for both individual d 
community mll-being. Man h so conatitutcd that moral d d e r -  
ations d some kind are a d h ,  rather than a u ~ u o u s  luxuria. 
Human kiqp are wpnIde of attaining mything short of Utopia, 
W b m  h h mb utAiCOlJm Of&@. Dictatorial 
Communism, on the other hand, ia the most unethical form of 
society that we have accn in modern timts. It is a new form of 
slavery in wbich the great masts of the pcoplt are slaves to the 
contnolliag dictatorship-StaIinism or its equivrrlmt sucmofi 
In the in-t of socirj, control from above, people at all timm 
and in all plsccxs have been fed d, rhcto* "purplt pmrc" if 
one may so dl it, and then denied in varying the s u b  
stance that these alluring p b  pmmably s y m b l k .  While 
the %a Union is pmbably the outstanding example ofthis & 
b a d  practice, other countria art not d h d i a r  with it-= 
apptrrrs in the Iong-mtabW Conspiracy to Extol the - 
Standard of Living as though tbh were d itsdf a ammer 
to every critic ofow current Wtutions. Even this h acmmpUd 
b y r e s o r t i n g t o m m ~ w i t h l a m & a n ~ ~ t h a n t h e  
Unitad Stat-, and omitting the cam whae we fall bthiad. 
Most Americana arc unaware, for i- that the p p l e  d 
New Zedand have an m q c  standarol of living abut  mty- f ive  
per cent higher than the p p l e  of the Unitad Stam, but 4 is 
the fad. Statisti- show that in the 1935-1938 mod, the d in- 
come * Brsaddiwrcr in New Zealand was rtpmcntd by 1612 
international units aa compared with I389 units in the United 
States. But in d income unib.#w c Q P h  the m e  of N m  Zeal: 
and hsrd 710 units while the p p l e  of the United S t a b  had d y  
545 similar units. Further it may surprise most A m e r b  to knw 
that the average reaI income of the people of Gmt Britain in that 
prc-wat comparbn slightly exceeded that of our oum p p i q  being 
584 units pcr person.' 
The nupriority of the New Ze43aDder's standstrd dlivhg wler 
that ofourownptop leap~to  arise ftomthcfzwtthat thse 
art proportidy fewa paupers and millimf rw bi that oocmwy 
and a greater concentdon in the middle income hckcta When 
one considere that this has k e n  srcurmpIished with a far h s  
favorable gqmphicai pitim, l a  natural -, srnd a kwm 
degree of mechanization of industry than hncrirrr h- New 
Zealand's mcid achievement becomes corrwponbgly more 
W i b l e .  
We think it in dcmomtmted that New Zedad, in ~ a f o o n -  
f o n n i t y t o s r n y ~ n a ~ e a c t b r a p ~ ~ ~ a n ~ s o d a l  
spun, cmm m t  to m e d q  them, the United States d i h d y  
leas so, d the h t l y  wcpandod Soviet Union ddhitelp b u t  of 
a l l . I t L n o ~ n t t h 4 L t ~ e ~ l i n g a p i r i t i n h d ~  
m a t s  ofthe kt is found in hcma t i c  Socialism, ah the 8#xmd 
in a late or w d d  ~ ~ ~ p i d i i ,  and ofthe thtd in a ~~ 
or dictatorial Communism--Stalinism and its h m t b .  
Occasionally one encounters the mature attitride chat adahowl- 
d g t s  the superiority of Sddirrn an an ethical sptem, but clr- 
'Clark, Colin. wtku g- +. Ab- & a, - 1410, p 148. 
I I 
p r e s ~ ~  grave uncertainty abut the ability of mast people to 
k m e  aa bright or as gmd as the h ia l i s t  h e t y  r e q k  them 
to be. This viewpoint b much i m p d  by the apparent lack of 
high euough biological quality in any contemporary nation, when 
the population is uraminad fmm a pition s&g eugcnia and 
heredity. When grounded in solid scitntifUc data, such a reswva- 
tion--even though it is clearly peaimbtic-dmes a mpectful 
heariag. hwciated with it is the neo-Malthusian view that over- 
population, and the depletion of natural =-, dooms to &- 
h t  d1 efforts to cre~te a Socidit k e t y .  
Thls mixed sophisticated or tired attitude co~monly mmlts 
whenever romconc's faith in the power of the human mind to 
solve the pressing problems of group living is weakened or ahat- 
tmd. It practically dd- that man cannot reach a much 
higher tthical plane tharr he b, bust inner and outer limitol- 
tions keep him on a lower l e d ,  ff most persons &manenlIy lack 
the brain power or the motivation to operate a community on a 
Socialist b k ;  if they multiply recklessiy in defiance of the cur- 
mt1y available f d  supply; and if there just kn't enough to go 
around becatri~ onc can't W b u t e  what h n ' t  been p d d -  
thcn a somber outlmk would be justified. We would simply have 
to resign ourselm to the fact that the eventual solidarity of the 
human race b an idle btam upwarranted by all we h o w  of our 
powers to hate and injure cia& other. 
But thia p h i s &  orientation 0 ~ ~ ~ 1 o o k s  prdsdy b featum 
which make Democratic Socialism an optimistic creed. It may 
well take intdigmec grater than the average man now p~ssesa#s 
to grappIe with some of t b e  acute issues. But ptop1c of law than 
average mentrrlity can recognize and support generally advan- 
tagmull policies framed and administered by their more com- 
I petent feIlows. Birth cuntml is at least in part a by-product of 
h e r  education, but it is intertsting to note that "overpopula- 
tion" is d y  alleged to exist among groups we don't like rather 
r Y,;"s p~z,","' capitnlLm b v c  long urN: 
" h n h  seI1 America short!" It wodd mxm to be at least equally 
I warranted to mcet artpin glmmy prophets in UuJeId ofmciai re- coartmfion with an even more invigorating phrase: "Don't #d 
mankind short!" At worst it is elmarly better to try to create an 
Age of Plenty, which by its very pFcatncc wodd eliminate many 
of the common barriers to mature ethical behaviour, than never 
to make the attempt becam one is foolishly m n v i n d  of debt 
in advance. 
Perhap the best way to end this man wouid bt to ask the 
reader to score h i d  on the following set of g m l  attitude &&- 
m a t ~ a a d s t c w i t h h o w m a n y h c a g m a r o r ~  
1. The will and the capacity to work for the good of all can be 
developed, just as much as any other potentiality of men. 
2. Mwt men d l y  wish to be of service to their M o w ,  wen if 
they occaaionaIly fd short of that standard. 
3. The existence of vicious ptrsonollities should not bIind one ta 
the mdcniirble d t y  of noble ptcsonalitia. 
4. The fact that thel-e is much deception in the world dom not 
diminish the value of truthfulness in human affairs. 
5. Sacrificial love and fkiendship are authentic aspects of the 
average man's life. 
6. One of the most encouraging things about* man is that he 
h o w  that hc'is not right men in his own eyes. 
7. Considering the force arrayed against this result, it is re- 
markable that the average man is mrs @ as he is. 
8. Man's hevolent im+ are much stronger than his 
to do evil. 
No group to whom thegt propitiom have been given has evcr 
comidered more of the above statements fdst than true. I n d d  
the degree of agreement with tach of thm eight attitude-state- 
mcnts is u s d l y  well above 70%. To bt sure, this may merely in- 
dicate (1) how common self-deception is, (2) that m t  p p l t  are 
kind rather than h m h  in their opinions of their fellows, and (3) 
that &nee it would be a form of self-condemnation to disagree 
with such content, there i s  a tendtncy instead to express agree- 
ment. But it seems more reasonable to accept the fact of over- 
whelming majority support for the  coadusions as evidence that 
the average man is honcstly dinped to see in h h d f  and others 
far more desirable than undesirable traits; and that, ince this 
judgment is mutual, it b a symptom of faith and tnwt in human 
waaibilitits. 
1 - 
An ethid k e t y  depends for its rchitvemeat in part upon the 
cmviction that it can bt mated by ethical mans. Ca+h mmal- 
ity, ewn at its hst, iSfw below what thought341 men E O ~  th Aight 
ofwhich rhsy m cafible. Communist morality, if it can be digdied 
as such. is the authoritarian morditv of slaves who let others do 
their thkking for them, or of mast& who have stifled and repu- 
diated all conscientious scruples. Compared to these, D m d  
&tidim w#ra&s a wt@ more dbfm'ble and &teiu oftks 
p a t e s t  and d b l  of human aims with the dtimatub most d $ t &  
efidiae, a d  u@phts nuth&.fST tk at- 
Chapter II 
SOCIALIST PSYCHOLOGY 
N NOVEMBER 14, 1947, Robert Addy Hopkinson, an 
; 0 Engliih valve manufacturer, died at the age of eighty. In his 
will, signed a year previously, hc bequeathed his entire fortune of 
about one 'miilion dollars to the British Labor Party for the edu- 
cation of the people of his country in Socialist principles. ThirCy 
years earlier he had been a member of the HuddersfieId (York- 
shire) Fabian Society-to which branch, at that time, belongad 
at least one future British Cabinet member. 
Shortly after Mr. Hopkinson's death, a new Labor Member of 
Parliament, Sir Richard Acland, one of England's oldat baronets, 
was elected in a cruciaI by-election. He had previously donated 
his fortune to the Socialist movement and his land to ehc govern- 
ment. He had aho founded the Cmmmweailh Par&, at the time cf 
the war, which had helped much to win middle-elas British aup- 
port for the cause of L a b r  and Socialism. Similarly, Sir Stafbrd 
Cripps, an earnest and brilliant Cabinet member who was for 
some time the most highly-paid barrister in Great Britain, earlier 
illustrated this trend by giving up hi practice to devote the re- 
mainder of his life to the awe of Socialism. 
A number of intemting questions arise, as one seeks to absorb 
the full implication of the simple but dramatic events. Why 
should anyone kcome a Socialist-particularly a wealthy busin- 
man such as Rokrt Owen, or an inheritor of a title or any form 
of socid power or influence? What kind of p p l c  are Socialists, 
and why are they Socialists instead of capitalists or Communista? 
Why does a Socialist wish to convert other people to Socialism? 
W h y  Bould education and persuasion be chosen as the prcftrred 
way of doing this? 
Questions of this nature @how plainly that a full und~rstanding 
of Socialism requires more than a mere familiarity with certain 
' economic, potitid and aocid demands conveniently groupad 
around this title. Such an understanding requira an insight into 
the oomplcxitiee aud varietiw of motiva which un&rIie the doing 
of unusud things by human beings. No one can sucotasfully 
undmmmd a SociAt, and no Socialist can grasp bis own inner 
drives or those dothers who are hostile or i d - t  to what he 
believes, without some awarcnesa of the psychological factors 
t y p i d y  pmmt in mcb cases. 
k k l l s m  and Psychology 
%toridly the Socierlit movement is one of the many move- 
ments that men have d d o p t d  to stcm kmr and more sa&fy- 
ing lives for themselves. The science of psychology done can 
explain why so m y  people, all over the world, believe that 
Socidam is the b t  mtthod mlvcd for meeting the major unfiued 
wants of the individuals composing the human ract. 
Human beings have a multitude of mmt n d n ,  d t h g  in 
rnanyfi.Fftatim. Any suggested change in our socia1 system that , 
wi l l  aid in wpplying some of the unfilled wants of mm, and thusl 
reduce to a minimum the frussatiom affacting them, bas value to 
h d t y .  It is only beeaust men prefer plenty to poverty, health 
to sidmcm, freedom to d a v q ,  4 maay other of the g a d  tbinga 
of life that the a p p l  of Socialism has strength. I 
The attraction d humaa betaga to certain poeitive "gods" and 
their aversion to many other things that arc evil is the basis, not 
only of Socialist Ixhaviour, but of all bchaviour. What then dis- 
tinpisha S d a b  h y i o u r  from other forms of bthaviour? The 
special kind of fhmati011 which i~ the bath of the Socialist m m -  
ment is that which occurs when a man sea another having 
unsupplicd nee& and h unable to do anything directly to help 
him although desiring to do so. Such n d&e, however, may not 
lead to Waliam but to some kind of dorm. Wbat then, is the 
di~ercncc behmcn ~ ~ r n  and reform-which we usually 4 
l i b e h ?  
So&h is &inctiob iR lhQt its ~ s y c h o l o ~ l  essence iF its 8-1 of 
an all-ma-- pforgun&bufor meting the ntna!~ ofail. Its am- 
&ow ah, in contrast with non-Socialist systems, is to inventory 
the major wants of manlcind and then to plan the structure and 
functions of the whole aconomic and social life mund them. AU 
p p l e  require a certain amount of food, clothing, and aheltcr; 
therefore, the collectivity under Socialism whether a "demonatra- 
tion colony", a city, or a whole country amumes the m b i l i t y  
to supply such a quantity of goods to all ita dihm. 
In principle, wtry need (no matter how elbomte, pmvidtd it 
is common to a large number of the membcrs of society) c m  be 
met most efficiently by the advanced pattern of cooperation which 
Socialiem admta .  Sockhn thua conmud dXm h n  carlie and 
wristing t y p ~ ~  of iwcicty mainly in its bejng able to && m a  
1 ~tcdtis o~ mow 
The Socialist movement is today a protest sgrlinst the exheme 
of poverty for the majority of mankind in the midst of pottntid 
plenty for dl. With this protest is e o m W  a Wtt 
remedy this unsatisfactory condition. Both aides  of this combina- 
tion are well e x p d  in the cumprehensiw definition of W- 
ism by Oscar Jaszi in his article under that h d n g  in the &wh- 
pcdia of tht Soch l Sciatlcbs: 
1. A condknation of the existing politid and sdd ordu as 
unjust. 
2. An advocacy of a new order wmisttnt with maral d u m .  
3. A belief that this ideal is realizable. 
4. A conviction that the immorality of the ebfisbed orda in 
traceable, not to a fixad world order or to thc unchanging nature 
of man, but to corrupt institutiom 
5. A program of action leading to this ideal &rough a funds- 
mental remolding of hurnan nature and of imtitutbm, w @. 
6. A revolutionary will to carry out h pmgram. 
Persoas hecome M&ts mostly by a procea~ of "convcrthn". 
It is unfortunate that this term haa a purely rtligoua connotation 
to m t  people. I t  m y ,  however, bt u d  c m r d y  to mark a 
radical shift h m  approval to disapproval of capitalism, and thc 
acctptance of S o c i h .  AU cwa of amvanion involve 4bhsight'', 
meaning that the subject c o m $ r h d  kb naeau.9 af the change. 
Although a man can ordinarily be "converted" to S m h k m  d y  
after a prolonged and varied series of a n d e n t  e x p i e m  
which produce the requisite p d i m i n q  acllgitization, the shift 
itself, when it finally mcurs, is- quite rapid and complete in nature. 
The inteUectual and emotional reconstruction involved in Social- 
ist conversion is often brought to a head by an k @ v e  spaach, a 
persuasive book, a convincing friend, or more s p o n ~ y  b  
imer groping h r  an answer to mch riddles as: Why is there 
pverty and misery in a scientific age? In m y  -, the impo~eant 
phenomenon is that the adoption of a W k  standpint coma 
typically when Socialism in its essential totality ia M v e d  to bt 
required for thc common good. 
T h e f a c t t h a t a h i g h d c g r e e o f ~ t y a n d m ~ ~  
this proms frequently puzzlts the obcwcr who doar not share 
thia assurance, and slotptidly augpx ta  a pudo-eoiution. Y i  thin 
inner sense of rightnm accounts, in part, for the pmiattncc and 
vitality of the btlief. The "righmms" is not exclusively an t thid 
ptrsurtsion, but h reinforced by the same sort of technical or 
objective confidence which an engineer has in a double-chtcktd 
calculation. Ib a &cialist it is equally certain that the d 
ownership and democratic management of the ateel industry will 
m h l l y  mean more and better steel produce at less c a t  than 
private ownenhip involves. The Smialiit thus seeks to reconstruct 
bis world hcausc the "facts" as he interprets them lave  him no 
option. He is in a s e m  " m e d "  by them. 
t h m  Soelmlist Mind 
There arcfour main factom that distinguish the Socialist mind. 
They out (1) a sensitivity to mial evils, (2) a motivation to dim- 
in* them, (3) a superior intdigcnm, and (4) an ethical approach. 
1. SMtivib. Tbe basic Socialist attitude is a mature repponsc 
of the human being to the p m n c e  af prtvcntabIt ilh in the func- 
tioning of society. People who enjoy wmf&n, or who art not up& 
by the deprcasing spectacle of the chronic insecurity which pre- 
vails today among the mmm of the people, and 'particuldy 
among workers who art raising families, do not h m e  Socialism. 
Neither do folks who just don't care what happm to others or to 
themselves. 
The p p l e  who become Socialists ace those who have the 
newwary emotional and intdIeetual prediapaition to be a r o d  
by such things as (1) the persistent challenge of n d a s  poverty 
' and discasit, (2) the continuance of gma social incquaiity and in- 
justice, (3) the existence of mtibcial ignorance and cultivated 
fahehood, (4) the ugliness and pathos of crime and vice, 5) the 
innumerable casa of extreme mental and physical suffering 
c a d  by various forms of tyranny, and many other social evils. 
In otha words to become a Socialist it is cucntial to be something 
of an id&t or humanitarian. 
2. Motiwlh. It i not, however, enough to be sensitive to these 
wrongs. Many people are aware of them but do nothing about 
runwing them; they stt a problem but lack the will to fmd 
a solution. They must (like the Quakers) not only be concerned 
to ex- their "hot and cold anger" at the mat ion  in the 
midst of plenty and other fotm~ of tragedy visible in the modern 
world, but they must also bt moved to take the nccasary action 
to remedy that conditions. The second requirement oftbe M- 
ist mind is therefore that the forces at work within bim are strong 
enough to "move" him literally in the direction of voicing, en- 
dorsing, - or engaging in corrective or reformist activities. 
3. I R c I I & ~ ~ .  Many people who repudiate the cxp l ik im and 
misery caused by capitalism have been victimid by such 
inhuman alternatives as international C o m u n h  or mtimdhk 
Fascism or Nazism (all sisters under the skin). This is a fiylng- 
pan-into-the-fire type of fsolution of the great problem of social 
life, because the remedy is worse, than the c h s e  to bt cured. 
There must be (1) a correct analysis of the failure of our mnomic 
and social system, and (2) the intelligent formulation d appro- 
priate and thorough-going changts in the d organization such 
as will eliminate the misting &. This does not need -ti4 
talent or genius, but at least an I Q somewhat abwe the'avtrolgt. 
Cd1 it what one will--sagacity, discrimination, or simply in- 
telligence-there must be suflicient thinking ability to reject 
pseudo-soIutiom, "blind-alley" sup;gptions, regressive policies 
masquerading as "progmsi~", and similar attractive morn. Tkb 
third prerequisite of the Sacidist mind is suficinei cr i td  IpkIkgme 
~ c ~ e t h b r ~ t J D a l u r i l l W d t i m t c i y ~ ~ ~ g a i n r r 0  
l r a r m ' r y .  
4. Ethical @ma&. The Socialist mind has an ethical back- 
ground. The Socialist approach to social problems is that the good 
of all must take precedence over the gmd of the few, Socialha 
favor the free and equal distribution of the work, the leisure, and 
the gaod things of life. This includea not only the k c  distribution 
of food, clothing, and shelter, but of all kinds of m i a s  such as 
transportation, medical and hospital servicear, and education. 
Under Socialism these will all be just asfie# h d ~ l q m c  as the pub- 
lic schools ate to our children today. 
While all acknowledge the ethical superiority of Socialism, many 
doubt the ability of mankind to maintain such a high ethical 
standard. Such people arc unaware that the way in which human 
beings act, usually called "human nature", is not a 6xcd thing but 
largely a product of the cultural environment in which our &I- 
dren are born and brought up. A Socialist environment will 
develop human bein@ so superior to those of today that they will 
be able to maintain a far higher standard of morality than any- 
thing we have today or have had in the put. The fourth factor of 
the Socialiat mind then is a bthicai motivahhm. 
Four el em en^ therefore, appear to be involved in the basic 
composition of the Socialist mind: ( I )  an abwe-average -bi@ 
to avoidable evils traceable to Eaulty social organization, (2) a 
fiuently strong or compclhg motiwlio~ to dimbate thae defects, 
(3) the possession of insight or intelligence vigorous and amrage- 
ous enough to make a scientific diagnosis dour s&al d i i t i e e  
and to formuiate such a change as will dimhate the misting 
evils, and (4) an ethical qp'wch to s d  problems. If thb seem 
like a formidable array of mental factom, one can only d k m  that 
thc mi?q DfadRWCmliG SPedalism is u* tk v q  bbst ofrighi 
fmiinfi right thin&& a d  right doing that mankind can sclrievt. Time 
alone will tell whether mankind is capable of functioning at the 
high l e d  demandad by such a miution. 
Having out I id  what appear to be the basic psychologid corn- 
p a t s  of the b5dht position, we can enrich our understa+~ding 
of A t a d  aapcm by indicating some additional points usually 
assdated with it. It is obvious that all Sociabts share the aswr- 
tion of the &clamtion of Indcpdena  that "life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happincas" are the minimum advantages that every 
individual should obtain kom membership in mij social order. 
The Founding Fathers not only claimed that blming for thtm- 
selves, but by the m w t  of implications accepted the obligation 
to attain and maintain them for dI other people a well. 
Whcrc the !kiaIist differs from some othcr interpretations of 
this oft-quoted sentiment is in his strm on quantitative enrich- 
ment or a "going beyond" in each of that three vital concepts: 
(1) not merely "life" but the ''more Abundant life" of which the 
prophets, both ancient and modern, have spoken; ,2) not simply 
libration from old bonds, but t i bc~ t~  o do more and h e r  things; 
and (3) not alone the sew& for happiness, but the poaitivt mtab- 
liahment of those W f i n g  plgsicul cotrditim and the economic, 
political, and social relations which scientific inquiry has demon- 
strated arc fundammd to the well-being of humanity. More 
p p l e  will k outwardly and inwardly huppiib under Socialism- 
bold as this claim appears to be-because "pleasant" mental 
states can be produced by a better control of phpical and othcr 
conditions of which these agreeable moods are the d t .  
In the datpeart scmc, &he Suchiist i s  an @bbrn& about bAs lrmg &im 
p ~ ~ b i t i t i c s  qf rAb I#UIIM YOGB. Despite repeated frustrations, he 
normally re& his Faith, his Hope, and-with all-too-hum 
la-his Charity. He is awam that immense &asters m q  come, 
yet they 4~ft not inevitable or irreprable. He acta on thc ammp- 
tion that man & his hhtory, and &at t h  arc promising 
dternativa that we may bring abut if only enough of us d e s k  
such alternatiw with suffiuent intensity to c x p d  the ncccamry 
energy rcquhd to attain them. 
While not 2111 Socialists arc equally " r d s t i c "  (or equally 
"ideatitic", for that matter), they generally recognize that their 
outlook is not for thost who prefer to n m  petty prcjudiets and 
h d  a pweme comfort in them, nor fbr those who cultivate con- 
vmtiod or private illusions and withdraw into a dream world or 
seek solace or d t y  in isolation from the real problem of men 
and women. A temporary retreat to some Ivory Tower to regain 
perspective or to retort our depleted paychic energits, may be 
d u l  or even imperative on occasions; but a permanent a h -  
d-t of tbt struggle for a better life for dl in an d y  and 
self-defeating answer to the great qumtions of the age. 
Generally, the Socialist is dissatisfied with the ptrsonal char-. 
acter of his fellow-citiz-and with his own as well. Many, but 
not all, of thaw dcficieneia he trace to our uncritical v c e  
or tolerance of the "scramble" technique for distributing wealth 
according to each individual's cunning, meannew, d h h m a ,  and 
other undmirablt traits. These qualities are at a premium in a 
competitive economic system, whereas admittedly h e r  attributm 
such as generosity and sympathy would lead to bankrupq in a 
capitalist or commercial world. I t  b a reasonable h y p t h w  tbat 
nobler and more mgnanimous livcl~ would be commoner if this 
constant corruption of the ordinary man's efforts to behave de- 
cently were removed by a form of social surgery eliminating the 
moral cancer at the center of our economic system-& pro31 
motive. 
Certainly, most of the men aWed rebel against the ill-effects 
which many occupations have upon their naturcs. They resent 
the necessity of becoming pushing and grasping weaturea as the 
price of survival under the &sting " d m  of the game*', and yeartl 
for a state of affairs which will enable them to develop tht "better 
sidey' of their p t m d i t i w .  This normal and healthy &rt lo $row 
in a mmt valued direction is a dimly-undershod motivt, but its reality h 
undeniable and its presence one of the hidden and reaervt mmms 
of strength in dl men. It is the basis of whatever mental and 
mord evolution the human race haa so far achieved and of such 
in~ipient advan- in behsviour (like maturc Socialist -duct it- 
self) which remain to Ix accomplished in the hturt. 
Everyone knows the ways in which current industrial relations 
operate to lower the ethical behaviour of people caught in their 
grip. It is hard for an employee, especially one with family re- 
spomibilities, to stand up against an arbitrary employer who has 
hi future entirely in his hanth and can ruin him by an irreapoxl- 
siblc act of will. In the p-nce of such an ever-prwrent danger, 
the bravest may well be fearful. Small wonder that trickery, the 
natural ddmse of the fearful, is so wideepwad! 
Further, who can measure the gravc harm that in M y  d m  to 
our young p p l e  as they wume their rmpective roles in a pccu- 
niary culture, by their rcpated o h a t i o n  that most p p h  arc 
mpccted, not so much for what they actually arc, but by what 
they own or by the scope of hiring and k g  authority v d  in 
them. T h e  most severe darnage is done to our sense of vduw 1 
when we see men receiving exaggerated deference from their 
fellows because they have property, wealth, or influence. Such a 
relation is neither beneficial to the one who plays the ld "boss" I 
nor to those who m as courtiem, vawals, or retainers of such a 
Kinglet. What is needed is a penetrating- and inevitably embar- 
rassing-inquiry addressed to those in authority as to the ulti- 
pate source and justification for such possessions and influence. 
It is a shallow opinion which holds that a Socialist is merely an 
inferior person who is jealous d envious of his bettm. Such 
figures as are available indicate that the average income and cdu- 
cation of Socialist workmar and teachers is somewhat pea& than 
thae of non-Socialists. There is also some evidence that among 
college students the Socialists tend to score a little higher than , 
other political group in intelligence te& and academic achieve- 
ment. 
Paradoxical ars it may seem, a certain lwel of physical and 
mental well-being is a prerequisite to Socialist receptivity. Men 
who have Lived long upon a low standard of living usually lack I 
the vitality and power to engage in the kind of activity needed for I 
the spread of Sociahim. An increaae in Socialist activity is there- 
fort a sign of vigor among both the individuals and & corn- 
munity, instcad of a mark of decay aa mme cultural rcactionmits 
erroneously maintain. 
Obsewation of the Wviour of many Socialists reveals them to 
share the familiar shortcoming of their non-Sociafist opponentll. 
In contemporary Socialist group wc fmd quarrelmmentss; a 
hypercritical approach; an obstinate and doctrindm attachment 
to explanations rendered untenable by new evidence of altered 
conditions (a curious "conservative" defect in a "radical" movc- 
men t) ; a dispition to mock either rational thinkers or honat and 
sincere blunderers; the exploitation of another's good will in the I 
name of a hypocritical "comradeship"; and many other widen- 
of human imperfections. 
The psychological warrant fbr the Socialist effort to abolish the 
private o w n d i p  of natural rearources and productive equipment 
lits in the fact that this type of private "property"-as distinct 
from the M e a s  or beneficial private ownership of consumption 
goods-matcs undesirable PaldnrPs ofpmsonal interaction between the& 
who own and 1 1  many who do nut. In the cast of land ityroduca 
the one-sided disparity of influence in the typical landlord-tenant 
relation, where historidly the State has often been forced to in- 
tervene in order to minimize the hardship of its landlesrs inhabi- 
tants. In the caw of the trmrditiod reiatiomhipa of rnastcr-mvant 
and employer-employee, there exists an andogous discrepancy in 
cHkctivc political and economic power, which has similarly often 
rcquircd community "intcrfcl.cnce" to redrm the balance in the 
intern of the workexs. 
It is a disconcerting experience for a youth a b u t  to tarn hia 
way in our society to discover that he can secure an income only 
if he has something of value to offer those who can pay for it, and 
that the h t  requirement of a livelihood for a so-called %" 
man is to find a "bod"' Under such circumtanccs, it is a wonder 
that servility, slavishness, timidity, submissivtness, and general 
"inferiority feelinp" arc not more widmpread than they are. It is 
remarkable that any person actually achieves individual m o d  
rmponsibility where a system of this kind prevails. 
The stronglest argument in favor of a Socialist organization of 
life would.collapse unless all individuals would be aided by it to 
achieve higher levels of human excellence. Most people are weaker 
characters than they might be because various repressive or in- 
hibiting forces have literally kept them "down" and prevented 
them from attaining excellence. Just 8s a good diet demonstrably 
increases the growth of children, so a good economic , .~ l i t id ,  
and social system will inevitably evoke better personahtlcs than 
d m  our present inadequate society. 
For example, it is easier to be hontait (even in the narrav sense 
of not stealing) when most of one's material wants are supplied 
with little personal effort than when chronic deprivation "softens" 
one up so that succumbing to temptation is easy. It is likewise 
easier to b~ kind and helpful to others when there is a dependable 
surplus to share, Finally, it is easier to be cheerful, pleasant, d 
agreeable if one's environment is free from subtle threats to one's 
wtlfare. 
It is because Socialists discern and resent what both capitalism 
and Communism have done to the personalitits of both the advo- 
cates and victims of t h e  char&-injuring yslmrs that they repudi- 
ate them equally. Thus Dr. Kurt Schumacher, the Iate poat-war 
head of the West German Social Democratic Party declared that 
he and his fallowem wouM not permit the brutal totalitarian lords 
of the Soviet or Eastern Zone of Occupation to forget that Social 
Democrats a m  fighting For complste democracy, nor allow some 
o ~ - Z - j G l i i i t i v i o f ~ e d  "frte mterprk" inthc Am&- 
or Wtstern Zone to forget that Social & m m b  arc f%m adher- 
ents of im d t x a ~ - c m n o m i c  and add as well as politid. 
Participation in the S d a b  movement implies that one has en* 
bed in a fellowship to promote the knowledge, the love, and the 
practice of Right Living. This is why it is d the more dhmcert- 
ing when S o c h l h  d o n d l y  fall from grace in these respmt. 
There are, however, real pyehological hazards to which every 
Socialist in a non-Socialist muntry is txpwrad. By virhle of his 
adoption of a temporary "minority" position, he may be more 
self-conscious about his attitudes, mort under a strain to defend 
them under pmaure, mort intolerant of the "dumb oxen" who 
miss the point of his criticism, l a  sensitive to the specific vduw 
of opping group than absolute himem requires, and o p w  
to the point of dcspnir by the magnitude of the changes which 
. . Soualurm demands md the evident difficulty of dkctuating thtm. 
Annoyed by the apparent inertia of the Conacrvstivt Mind, he 
may bE deficient in veneration and mspcct for the wisdom of the 
Pmt, a little hcautioua in attempting to make over the prwnt, 
and perhap not as humble as he might be before the p a t  hi- 
tutions that have grown up through a long history of human 
achievement. 
Thm axe e m i n  subtle srnd unique hutrations which arbe 
whenever objectively-grounded convictions fail to win aeceptaraot 
because the "auditnet" to which they are c o m m u n i d  is em+ 
tionally and mnceptually unready to make them its own. In this 
regard the Socialist b like a teacher who "know his stuff' but 
"cannot put it acrogg'? either because of hh own deficient pda- 
gogi-1 powers, lack of cla~room m u m a  or "aids", or because 
of some deep or uncorrcctd lirnitatiom of the learners. 
However, none of thee difficulties are insurmountable. They 
arc truly "challenging" problems; but everg otlc among lhem is 
armtudf~ mlaoble. Whatewer the human mind-and this is equally 
applicable to the M a l i s t  mind-can-identify as a problem or 
qutstion. it can liktwise ultimately "answer", if not fully and mr- 
raetly, at least partially and approximately. 
Chapter III 
COMMUNIST PSYCHO1 W Y  
W E ARE living in the declining perid of capitalism. It is being supplanted in different parts of the world by two 
new but sharply contrdng social system: (a) Socialism and @) 
Communism. In the preceding chapter on Socialist Pgchology we 
pointed out that to kc a hia l i s t  an individual must posserss suf- 
ficient critical intelligence to c h m  a y t e m  to repIacc capitdq 
that will lead ultimately to the maximum $aim for burnonip. This 
means, among other thing, the avoidance of any new system 
rtsembling capitalism in giving to the massm of the people little 
more than livm of m d n g l c s s  work and misery and to the ownern 
and rulers control of fabulous w d t h  and power. 
Three such new d systems were developad in Europe during 
the first half of this century: Communism, Fascism, and N d .  
The latter two of these came to power in Italy and Germany 
respectively and were destroyed, mainiy as a rault of their leaders' 
misguided attempts to gain consol over Europt and other parts of 
the world by warfare. Communism which came to power in 
Russia in 1917, and been forcibly exttndmg itself over Easttrn 
Europe and Northern Asia, stiH suntivts and is obviously =king 
eventual world domination. 
Communism or state capitalism continues in the Soviet Union 
the familiar pattern of under-compensated work and poverty for 
the rnmm which exists under capitdim while replacing the 
capitalist owners by another set of owners-the Communist Dic- 
tators. The new d i n g  classes, having combined the ownership 
and control of both the economic and political system, are w h  
more lyrunnicrrl than their pre&mws undw capi talh.  They have put 
to death millions of people who opposed their rule and haw con- 
verted other millions into a new kind of slam in foroed labor 
m p  or into &om* workers in kctoria or on wllcctivc farms. 
In the Soviet Union an individual must be t d d y  at iieast a mp 
porter of C o m m ~  if he wants to mrvivt auMc a forced Iabr 
camp. Knowing thm stern background conditions, what moti- 
vates anyone ou&de the Soviet Union to become a Communist? 
To answer this offen puzzling quation we must have some under- 
standing of what may be called the pychology of Communism, 
the way in which the min& of Communists work. 
The intelligibility and pcradventss of this volume would be 
markedly reduced if m failed to consider, even- in a highly explor- 
atory and preliminary way, what may be termed the "human" 
aide of th Communist movement. Reprcserrtative of the qumtions 
k q u ~ n t l y  raised by experienced ahservers of Communist bc- 
haviow, both within and outside the territorial conhes of tht 
SoPiet Union, axe such items as that: 
I. What motivstcs individuals to become and remain Com- 
munists? 
2. What learning--or unlearning-gow on as a Communist 
develom hip faith? 
3. k o w  docs the Communist typicdy view the course of 
human affairs; or, in more technical language, how docs he 
"atruetm" or pmeive the social world of the present generation? 
4. What specific satisfactions flow from accepting the Com- 
munist Party pit ion and discipline? 
5. Why are certain character and pmonality consequenca of 
engaging in or supporting Communist activities acceptable to the 
human beings in whom they occur? 
6. How s M  one account for the i n t d t y  of the conspicuous 
'Lpower-violencc-dccepti~n'' features of standard Communist 
group conduct? 
The answers we propose to ketch in thii chapter are admittedly 
subject to revision as clirid insight into behaviour diswdcm and 
social pathology progmsively deepens. h p i t e  the acknowledged 
tentative and conceivably somewhat "unfair" character ofjudg- 
menu founded on imperfect or incomplete undemtanding of 
others, the widespread and persistent view that Communism is an 
inscrutable enigma should be reduced by this brief analysis. Ag 
part of our +tory rernarb on this subject, it may be well to in- 
troduce a Few vrotldtions to serve as correctives of certain mis- 
conceptions en~&ined by those who irritatdy and over4mply 
dismiss Communism as a merely bizarre and repugnant form of 
life. 
What S& of Pmoplm A n  Communists? 
Cotnmunh arc human bckgs. T b  cllementary statement may 
unmxwq ,  but some n m -  or anti-Communists d o n a l l y  
respond as though their adversaries were momtrow fiends from 
lanother planet rather than fleah-and-blood creatllrts with the 
!same general assets and liabilities 8s the r a t  of mankind. Com- 
Imunists become hungry, thirsty, frightened, and angry under ap 
rproximatcly the same inner and outer conditions that produce 
&thee statm in everyone. Their s e w  organs, glads, and m& 
operate just like thost of other people. Ae a group they would con- kstitute what atatiddam tenn a rough random sample of humanity 
so far as the basic "common denominators" of conduct art con- 
cerned. In an era of acute antagonism, when a sawd $the bwlogicol 
kin&hl'p t f t h  rmlird race ti sananb submergd by bittw~%tlittgs of m d  
htiIi&, there is somt potential healing merit in reaffiming this 
plain concept, if world peace is to be preserved. 
Even in a Communist society, where uniformity of opinion is at 
the highest passibit premium, individual d t ~ t r m e s  continue & #*kt. 
Stalinistn vary over almm the whole range of human structural 
pibi l i t ia ,  Some are tall, 0 t h  short; somt blonde, sume brun- 
ette; some bright, others dull; and so on for a h x t  every rtcognk- 
able attribute of form or function. Ont consequence of this 
phenomenon of variability is that for many sipficant purposcrs, 
such as meducation, it is' erroneous to consider every Communist 
as identical with others or to deal with them w such an assump 
tion. 
A Communist military officer ordinarily has a Wcmnt person- 
ality pattern from that of a Communist peasant, not only h u s e  
everyone is unique, but a b  because the distinct occupational 
demands of different jobs attract ptrsom of varying equipment 
and in time build altered mponse-habits in them. A Soviet 1- 
motive engineer on the Leningrad-Moscow run m y  thm be more 
like a mid-Waern American railway engineer than like a nearby 
Stalinist lawyer or office manager. While rewgnkbg this pad- 
bility, it is equally true that a Communia school teacher may & 
more like a Communist textile worker in many r a p e c ~  than he ia 
like foreign teachers. Thia "overlapping" among the many 
aspects of wmplicatad organisms makes it inaccurate to lump all 
Communists together as a common tendency prediapaaGs us to do, 
Communism is a wdd-wi& mavcmmt. Communists are not iden- 
tical with Slavs or Russians. There is a real danger that national- 
istic, economic, linguistic, or cultural difftrcncts may confuse and 
weaken the far more defensible objections to Communism. Intcl- 
lcctual lazinaa or downright ignorance may lead some to mix up 
Communism with the Greek orthodox church ritual, or with 
certain unfamiliar non-Latinized types of script or printing, or 
with "odd" folk customs in dress. diet, gesture, and speech, all of 
much older origin than the Bolshevik regime. Further, the tcrri- 
tdd concentrrrtion of Communist power in Eastern Europt and 
Northern Askt d a s  not mean that all the population of t h e  
mgiom adhue to Stdinbt dact&t~. 
In the Soviet Union the Communist Party n u m h  only sr &w 
miltion out of a pophtion of newly two hundred million. Its 
m e m h  are tht min support of the regime and receive in FehuP 
a large aham dtht consumable w-dth and complete control over 
the country. The Crrmmu~ts may Ist divided into three r e d l y  
recognized group according to their activity or position in the 
movement and their motive for joining it. Thcst divisions are: ( I )  
the kora cora of bri i rws  or fanatics, (2) the cur~arists, and (3) the 
*ad ComWis. The ~ c i p a ~ o n  f a member in the activitie 
of the movement t a matter of degrac, depending largely upon 
his rwmm for j&g it. 
Outside af the U.S.S.R., t h ~ r e  xists another p u p  known in 
the United Stat- as 'Lfillow travelers". No such group exisb in the 
Soviet Union because the nature of the dictatorehip either pre- 
vents or renders superfluous m+ch n category of supportera. On 
account of this and other faom it is n c c v  to distinpkh 
Communist behaviour w i t h  thi "home" empire from h t  mani- 
fested outside. 
It might be mentioned hem that this "field" factor may be dc- 
ciaive for many individuals. Thw, Frtd Bed,  once an Amtrican 
Communist of thc rank-andJdc variety, became definitely an ex- 
or anti-Communist following his distressing Moscow experience. 
Similarly, Frtda Utley, the well-known British writer, was one 
of the many to undergo the painful disillusionment poignantly 
dacribed as "the drcam w t  lost". The conversic a h  occurs; 
Kravchdo is mpresmtativt of those numerous Soviet citizrms of . 
higher or lower status who found it preferable to abandon the 
pmapcct of a d r t a b l e  future (or a liquidation) under Scaltnism 
after a non-Soviet pattern of &srrply contrasting aPa;encm had 
been undergone "abroad". 
Tha Ward C o n  of 8mIimvmra 
Thii highest group constitute an Qite or key body of men and 
women who literally give "the whole of their l i ~ "  (to use the apt 
title Of Benjamin Gitlow's work) to the cause in which they are 
engaged. Perhaps aome aocial law of the division of labor b* 
them into existence. Mwt p p l e  who have political vim to ad- 
vmce do not devote dl of their time to such activitv. The M- 
core Cornmufilsts, on the other h d ,  devote their &k liva to 
the movement. 
Thw "true" Cornrnunhta, as we may them ouGde 
the Soviet Union, often have substantial financial or other re- 
so- avahblt to them and arc cxptrts at agitation, propa- 
ganda, plsmnixlg, and carrying on campaigns for grrining control 
of the community. They arc rpecidhts who tm&&c hast cvcry- 
thing the ordinary human being &rSm to adv- the inmts 
of the party. In return they acquire a prominent status within tht 
world-wide Communist movement, and th s6u-#stwm CksL anus 
wLlding pow ow o h s .  They have B &me of mccm in 
achieving difficult manoeuvring tasks such as capturing a union 
or swinging a profitable ballot-box deal by arrangement with 
"rivaI" d t i c a l  leaders. 
In thi Soviet Union t h e  hard-core believers are hatad intend7 
by tbe maws of the paoplt. Only very d o d y  d m  an; 
Ru&m show any ~ympathy toward thcir qwd form of activity. , 
Although some of them might be active in a revoiution to over- 
throw &mmunism, the gen&al feeling among Swiet met is that 
they will all have to be " d d t  with M d y "  in the went of the 
overthrow of the present regime. They are all linked togetha in 
the popular mind with the hated recrtt police, the M.V.D., the 
members of which most of the people h l i t n  wil l  bt literally torn , 
t o p i e c t s b y t h e ~ p o ~ w h c n C o i n m u n i m i s w e r t h r r n v n .  
The "ameriats" mostly join the Communist Party within the 
U.S.S.R. and its ~atellites in order to get ahtad faster than they 
could on their strict  merits in their trade or p-on. They have 
more pereond ambition and fewer scruples than other people. 
They join the party often because they have reached some im- 
portant administrative pat  or because they are promising workers 
in their specidity. It has been suggatcd that they reach the 
height of their career over rhc bodie of their comrades. Obviously, 
there is a wide gap between the group of trained, cadd ly  selected 
"profmional revoiutionkts" or party bureaucrats, the d bard- 
core Commuuiats, and these d t s .  
Among theare latter are the lrrrgc group of party w o r h  who do 
the leg work and rniscellantous chorers of endless party activity. 
Outsids of the Soviet Union they oftcn contribute largely of their 
money as we11 as their time to the movement, and get in return 
an exhilarating sllsc of being a part of the "wave of the future" 
or of being on the p~wpective winning side when the Old Order 
goes under. 
The greater part of the membership of the Communist Party in 
the Soviet Union is in thii group. They are the men and women 
who were forced to join the party for various reasons. Some to 
hold their j o b  or get better ones, others to protect their familics 
or to keep out of trouble with the police. Many .tractive job, 
particularly tbe highly paid ones, arc open only to pslrty members. 
AU members of the armed form above the lowest grades mwt be 
party members. The same thing applics, of course, to all memhrs 
of the M.V.D., and all those in governmental positions of any kind. 
None of the pemns so motivated are active in teaching Com- 
munism sincerely or in perpetuating the regime. The result of this 
is that the Communist Party is becoming more and more a mn- 
venient channel for obtaining jobs instead of being a select M y  
of militant revolutionaries. An occupationrrl motive is a very p r  
drive upon which to build a political party. The young people 
join the Komwmofs for somewhat similar "vocational" reasons. The 
majority join h u x  it is a nmwmy step for any boy or girl who 
wants to get any kind of higher education and obtain a responsible 
job. They accept a mild form of careerism as an unavoidable 
I necessity. Later they will join the Communist Party for aimih 
-M, although that step is a much more serious matter. 
To a reasonably literate person in a community that p d y  
rtspmts the civil rights of the individual, the fate of the avtrage 
man under a dictatorial regime is somewhat of a puzzle. From one 
standpoint, he stems to have been reduced to the status of a serf, 
becoming almmt literally a pawn in the hands of those who have 
the power to push him around. To 5e controlled in all essential 
activities by athem in authority can be galling to one accustomed 
to a large measure of self-direction. It is normally more satisfying 
to the ordinary adult to be treated as a person who is more mature 
than he actually is rather than to be mated as though he were a 
child. 
Under a democracy the average man feels rightly that in some 
areas of his activities he is master of hi8 destiny. Under a dictator- 
ship these areas arc eliminated or much reduced avd give rim in 
the ordinary man to a sense of being confined or even choked in 
many of his activitits, The superior or more gifted penon, h w -  
ever, reacts to thw deprivations much more strongly than hi 1- 
endowed fellows. As a mult of this reaction he may be led to take 
steps in opposition to the government which has deprived him of 
appropriate outlets for his activities. The tendency of such a per. 
I son is to beGomc a rsbal againat the dictatorid govemmmt. A cuwory inspection of the history of recent a c n e  revcala repeated inmaces of the rule that hi&-gde mbeb tend to a p p w  i under authoritarian pernments. Revolt agsinst o p p m ,  hr h r n  being a mark of bellicose incomptcnta ia mom often a sign of normal or suptrim intelligmce Beauare tyrannid i n s t i t u h  
i prevent the frte wrpmsion of many legitimate #y ncmX 
I poplc thua thwarted find ways ultimately of at?mkhg and runsv- ing the murm d their frustration. Group m d q s  and 
I for the exchange of common gritvan- help the participano to 
w t p 1 ~ e a c h o t h e r s ' + t i m m d t o a o t h o w f a r t h e y ~ ~ t o  
goinattdingthc regime. Minoractslofdcfiance or ins- 
tion may ti initiated as a means of ttsting rhe limits wit& which 
I they can operate with rda~yc safety. 
A amphcy ofrtWow ~ n a l i t i m  aqmiaUy under condi- 
tions of secrecy, is hardly the most fiv-Me foundation for r 
healthy dernmtic movement h i d e  r dcqotic atate. Yet m- 
alities like Luther, Hampdcn, Jefftrson, Tom Fabe, and many 
othtrs found it poesible to work comtruaivtly to undermine the 
mtablishd order of tbings, where that "order" wm sick. Tbe 
repeated imprimnment of Gmradhi and Nchru wemrlttnod Britih 
rule in India rather than -strc~@&g it. S b d d y  the jailing of 
~ v c r a l  thousand conscientious objectors in the United St- 
dhhiuhcd rather tban hkighmcd the stam md prestige of the 
military viewpoint. Admittedly, the thorough-ping polioe s u p -  
vision and q r + n  identificxl with such hetiar an tht hte Nazi 
and current h c t  systems sarm to leave the nativw of mch m- 
trie wi th  no but an apped to violence directed agaht 
hatdid mamm Yet a mn-violent dkbtcgrbtion of tymmbd aon- 
troh should be e b l e  if intellect md imagination as well m sheer 
determination were ooncenmtcd on the problem- 
On tbe other haad, the a m  man aught  in au& a situath 
tends to djmt h i d  by adopting the attitude that one rn get 
dong if m h t e l y  cmW. "Sun, things are bad; but they d 
be worse, After d, what b the average man get wt oflife? Yes, 
we have selfish tyrants, but they exkt clsewhtre also, and we'd 
rather take our chances with the familiar home-grown variety 
who s p k  our own language and know our ways than ke 
to the only dtmmative, a similar despotism, but fweign in origin 
-a dim oecuption," 
P u s h d f u r t h w , a u c h m h ~ ~ c r J , ~ m i g h t d t h a t h c  
had a lot to lose and little to gin by rtaiating the authoriiiui. AfeeF 
ali, the daily routine, if mt rrltogdw codhdde ,  is at least 
bearable. Man in an amazingly plastic cream. If a d & 
wants to run the w i d e  ahow-wd, let them W'll wait and see 
w h a t h a ~ ~ d d h v e r y d d a n d ~ ~ ~ t a t i n y ~ o f  - 
history. The good in the system wiII h; what is wrong will 
c v e n t d y  dhappear, or if it doesn't, a certain mount of evil ia 
the price one muat pay for having any good. Who am f anyhow 
to think of going against the might of the State? David at least 
had a alingdlhot and a ptbblc'to hurl at Goliath, but I don't evm 
cammad a grain of md, my &I h~ poor, and a million Wish 
arc arrayed @mt me. 
I Uie my work and if I keep my mouth shut and don't become 
tao ooaspicuow, 1 can h v c  the satisfhction of doing the bt I can 
under the cireumtaaces. Conditions arc what they arc; I didn't 
make them; they are just here. Thia is my home neighborhood 
and I've grown used to a lot of thing that others find strange. 
Mucb of it I diglike, but I swallow that in order not to l a c  the 
few values I really dmi& and which art still a v W 1 e  to me. 
Reflections of this kind consoled the "little man'' who accom- 
modated himstlf to the Nazis, the skeptical p s m t  under Fasckm, 
the houacwife under military or derid domination, and innumer- 
able able learned men in Oriental autocracies of the past. The 
humrrn race has had plenty of experience in adjusting i W t o  such 
diffm~ltics aa t h w  presented by an all-encompming regime of 
the Stdinkt kind. The average individual, like the ductant pri- 
'vatc in a conscript m y ,  m e r s  compensations in hn o* 
uninviting situation. Othere a n  in the some predicament so one 
tslkts what p1eaw-c~ remain inec  the closerst supmidon W L  short 
of one hundred per cwlt regulation. Perhapa it ia  be^ to k mn- 
p o ~ ~ - p a l i t i c 8  kjust a source of misery to anyone active in it 
as even the most faunate in that game can teatify. The sun still 
hints aomewhcrc even if my vote is m d n g l w a .  I cannot talk 
freely on drrma topia but I c m  still sing old wngs lustily. 
From the preceding illustrations of a variety of attitudm, it is 
clear that the effect of authoritarianism upon thc"mmmd'ia largely 
ta turn their attention toward d t  and allowed areas of d o n .  
Innocent recreations of the circus, carnival, or county fair type 
tend to develop. Mass parad-, impressive dramatic srpcctdq 
and similar demomtrations which one can either W d  ar par- 
ticipate in produet a p en st of excitement and relief from drab 
daily living. Muaic, Hmr, and books supply -thetic and intd- 
I c c t d  stimulation wen though a eense of samenears limits one'r 
explorations in this field. 
Hannah h n d t  aqua h t  a prolonged dictabmhip d u c m  
m a t  people to the level of unibking beings-in extreme cam 
to something like inanimate "things." That a noticcable h in 
individuality ocaus ia ~11ddabIt. Originality and independence 
of thought art p e n d i d  in most cultma; ~~p are m d y  
more stvcro in demanding and rewarding blind cdmnity in 
behavior. But we belim it is r &take to amum~ h th a- 
man'a critical capcity tvapomtes dtqpther in nuch an unm- 
atmmphm. 
' f k s ~ t d ~ i r r s p r a ~ j d d r a t h s r t l r a A ~ h i ~ u  
&bsAt). PruPrudmcc dicmtm that one keep in the b&gmmd 
rather than the foreground, and if necessary seem rn be dulIer 
than one really b. When one ia expected to obey ordm rather 
than to "co--e" policim, a ar tah  h in initirrk is bouad 
to occur, As in an army, "do what you are told and keep your 
mouth shut" k o m m  a tacit motto. Even the heavy fog of propa- 
ganda paradoxically may keep the ordinary mind dert by eug- 
gcsting: "What is redly b c h i i  dl this?" Undm a despotinn, the 
maj'on'ty of the population manifma much of the insecurity a d  
mnfwion which an uripopuh m i m i @  d b i e  in a freer dm. 
Such a majority will continue to betray by many little signs ia 
repugnance to a dictatomhip as opposad to a acceptance. 
Pwhstp tbc redly damaging conscqucnces of tapsum or sub 
d o n  to rigorom a u t h o r i ~ ~  is not so much a dctehmtion 
I in the quality of maara thinking ( h c e  that has never on m y  
' w p h i g h 1 c v o l ) u t h c s h a r p d m p i n w a n n f s l l a v ~ Q t  i mucar. Too many people bacome indifkmnt to the kte of their 
f i e n d s o r d a t e ~ w h o m a f d  o f t h t " a p p m a t w . " ~ m d  
benevolent acts ta ptople in dis- arc e n 1  tabooed if theee 
folks k a political stigma h thia rsspact a d~~ maintah 
throughout ita life thc rnuntdip ofa nation at w. A r e p d o n  d 
ordinary social sympathies oecure. I m a d  of pity for the vict im 
of a dictator, the curnmon reaction is either "they got what they 
a dmwved'' or bland unconcern as t x p d  by ''&its has happed 
many ti- before" 
Human impulses of a helpful nature fortunately do not d h p  
prdqettm. c o u n t l ~ i n d i v i d d ~ o f d ~ r r n d ~  
mitigate thc h o r n  d o n e d  by ruthla lqidativc, judicial, or 
executive measures. The dktwbing feature in that such kindly 
gat- must be ''bwtlcgged" A mercilum abinhration, by 
pudding W y  simple acts of friendship, nudm it impodble ta 
b y c  like friendly human bdngs. L@ uadtr a dietatmhtp +'- 
mates that & k s h  amdprolwrgdd war mck'k'm. Tke moral o w  
tiom to the one arc dm- indhtinguhhable from h e  made 
a p h t  tbc other. 
Thebaaicdrivt~unongCommunistsiaanugctoaeq&d 
in- their dominion wcr other pups. There can be M k  
doubt that the main aim of the world Comunkt mowmat. 
today is the oollquat and d t u m n c a  of power over M e .  'lb 
b e s u t e , t h ~ w o f s u c b c o n t f o l w t r ~ p o l i ~ ~ h  
hcld to be a prehinmy to making such chanp in the 
life of the nations rn wiIl result in concrtte dvantagca for "tht 
~"inwboscnmnetbeComm~profamtoqmkInpmc- 
ti=, h o w ,  Commupbm au r political leads to an in- 
clusive mhtiution of an inter& among ita &crab in graMmg 
tlAa pow wge as s w h  fut'thut inialtectaraf w emotional rt~ardfw o # h r  
v a k s  or b & t a  pmumd to flow from the purpostful ex& of 
public nuthority, 
In this mpcct, Communist bhaviour is rooted in the mmc maas 
dissegard for personal freedom fquently dinplayd in earlier 
historical periods sind still iletn in various forms in non- and anti- 
Communist arcsum Apparently, as a mult of distorted growth, 
there arc some energetic folb who arc neither artists, scientists, 
nor creative workers in any field who concentrate on the art of 
"basing" and o W i g  obcditnct to ordm an though tb were 
tha c h i d  g o d  in dl human experience r e g d ~ s s  of the const- 
quenca of such exercise of power. 
The tyrant or dmpt, whether an imperial dictator or a petty 
functionary, i primarily ~naerned to force othtrs to do hia will 
as a maria of securing eppatification regadam of the canpar- 
ative worth of what in incidentally produced by such coercion. 
Some constructive things have been and can b done by thia 
crude method, but they are bought at a needlessly terrific mst in 
h u m m ~ .  
Normally, the main rcsult of rhecr coercion is to enlarge the 
number of " d a d  cornfled to submit to brute power and the 
development of such fierce rwentment as e m  only set the stagc 
for htcr more violent o u t b d  wherever favmabIe o p p t d t h  &. Jntmdy, the Communist hiersulehy is self-defeating, as far 
as real p e d  security is concerned, since the solt way for a 
minor Communh to cling to his authority b to remain in the good 
pea of a mJbr Communist, and so on up the line. Boot-licking is 
bad enough In any culture as a condition of prehmcnt, but whm 
&ill in this cantemptiblc art and m@russimr 4d/ d y  dirsmt is a 
praraquisih e m  to &l, then human rtlatiom have fallen to a 
painfully low and d a y  l e d .  * 
Communism thus emin in P bamcn, impotent, a d  &ti& 
monomania where the sole goal of the power-holder is to keep or 
enlarge hh power. ];a methd of politid organhution k mawel- 
lowly efficient a v e  for one fatal h w ;  by the tinu b t  social 
power has di achieved, the d m c t i v e  mcthoda used and the 
mm mental price psiid usually memi k t  the capacity for r d -  
tter objectives bas disappami. In tbis respect, the Can- 
rmanist is Iikt the ambitious rich man who, subordinating every 
generous impulse to rht mmmulrttion of w d t h ,  cvtnmdy &ds ' 
himself in the empty state of beiag abk to Airs almmt m y  kind of ' 
akiil without bciag able to do anything distinctive himself except 
to add to his drcady adequate fwhrtlc. 
As an irrm'table outcwtld O f ~ p D W b l  thdirhighust g& ~0111ntmirl.f 
and am&W uicaP in h ' r  @monaI and wlkcn'w b 4 h v k .  Human ex- 
pwicnee points clearly to the danger of placing power in the 
' hands of thme who arc abnormally eager to a r c &  it. Thc Fight 
use of group power remains one of the great problems in all brmn 
of d a l  organization. Thm L a dawning recognition that such 
control is mast d e l y  entmutad to t h e  who prefer to sub&ata it 
to other far greater vduca such aa truth or justice. Offlcid J.- 
munist willingnm to sacrifice everything precious in their own 
livw and to d a m y  all the hard-won democratic g h  of recent 
cmturics for the sake of gaining and holding the instnammta of 
I cxlmpulsion or "force" ivailibIc to modern stam is the mast serious idctmcnt that can b brought a p h t  that movement. 
This blind mrnd distorted overetimate of& worth of powtr an 
such is primarily respodble for all the repulsive actiona that Eol- 
low from the aaqtame of the v im that in a rcleotlerrs war "any- 
thing goea'' against om's memiea When all om's &chic m&r m# 
mkred in h will to dob4, d r t s s n u s s  nattwaUp~Whws. SWnh 
arc not the only folk vic&izd by this hideous illuaim. The per- 
sistence during wadare of largescale systematic lying, cheating, 
brutality, rncbnhcd forma of torture, stupid &tion, and 
countltss hmnM or wasteful dbtds by all pwticipmb amply 
p v c a  this. 
What is deeply Ggni6cant i Communism's unblushingly in- 
sant and w h o i d c ~  toits useofpower an c W n c t h i b  
normally sporadic employment in most other politid g9tems. AU 
armia have bben guilty of horrible rapine, pillrrge, d murder- 
but for sheer tenwkrn Communist behavior out& rmll corn@- 
ton kt of iu comppJldve, inttdvt, and austaiaad mtute 
tvcn when civil authoritim are suppod to A. This btharior in 
seen in (1) sudden m t a  in the middle d the night; (2) the 
I familiar dictatorid pattern of unexplained hppcamnae of p e n -  
tial critics; (3) the intentional n p d h g  of d b  and suspicion; 
and (4) the exbncc  of auch dcqmttcd fcar that people mhin 
from wprming evtn verbal or g a t d  diawmt in the privacy of 
their own familie. 
i I n c v i m b l y , t h i a a u l l ~ 1 p a p u i a r d o f ~ d m ~  what d n g l y  cannot b chaugcd mtakcs worse the pition of 
1 the Cornmudm rulers. A& the fear &cy have Muad in thdr sic- 
t 37 
tims dacp~ns it gives rise to a mciprucd h even among the rulers 
thcmdvm. A vicious emotional cycle ii thus atabkhcd which can 
b broken only by the slow rtstorativt action of mutually helpful 
acB among aI1 thc m e m h  of the community involved. That JUCR 
E W L P ~ D ~  w l i t i a s  urisr amoug m p a i b l c  ( d y ,  hzpnsiblc) 
Communists themselves appears in the numerous inatancw of 
guards who look the other way while hapla prisoners ate. Thty 
are also shown in the waxnings or hints given by officials to each 
other when they see advance signs that some person or group is 
about to lx "liquidated." Thty also appear in the wcapt abroad 
of th- relatively forhrnatc bureaucrats in the administrative ma- 
chinery whmc feelings could no longer stand the handma of the 
system of which dxy were a p m .  
So far wt have been making an elementary psychdojjcd exam- 
I ination of Cornmudm. It is nectsarrrry now to extend this d- 
nation to include featurts normally emphasized by profwaional 
caare studia of scvtrtly maladjusted p e d t i a .  It was one thing 
to bavc greeted, with varying degrea ?f hevolmce  and e n h i -  
a m ,  the Bolshevik regime from 1917 to 1921 ao an opportunity to 
a a  what a "worker-d&nated" culture might h m e .  It i quite 
another thing to cling to that gross illusion after the exiling (and 
eventual murder) of Trotaky and the earlier runoval of tovestone 
as head of the Communist Party in the United States on direct 
ordm from the Kremlin in the T'wtntics. 
This changed poiat of view was objectively required and empha- 
sized by (1) tbt centrally-directed maas starvation of millions of 
famiiiei during the much publicized First Five-Year Plan, (2) the 
revolting "purges" and scientifically-wrtractd false confessions 
connected with the E a n d  exhibition trials of the middle Thirtim, 
and (3) the Hider-Stalin Pact, an unprincipled attempt by the 
Soviet dictator to extend hi dominion regardla of the cost in 
human welfare. The complete militarization of the Soviet Union 
during the last war and the locust-Iike savagery of Red Army  
occupational pticies, together with the more rcccnt relend? sup 
p k o n  of every v d g e  of critical and independent perflormanee 
in art, science, and lmwa strengthened this changed point of view. 
A normal or evtn superior person could understandably have 
been svmmthetic to the movement at its start: none but an obvi- 
ously A-tic individual could d n  "loyk' after the corrupt 
naturc of thc eystem has been r t p t e d y  demonstrated. 
! Our %i, therefore, is that Cotnmunirt c o d  now (whatever ' 
I may have been the case decades ago) is p'@mb a #art qfabnonnal 
psychbgy. By affirming that it is basically a specid kind of behavior 
disorder, often ozffecting othewbe high-quality human Wings, we 
do not intend to stigmatize it with the convenient language of thc 
psychiatrists. Mentally unhygienic phenomena occur with tragic 
kquency among non-Communists. Regardla of ideology, it is 
fortunate that most emotionally-disturbed individuals, whether 
severely psychotic or mildly neurotic, recover either partidly-or 
completely. The rcmmhbly high turnover in Comrnuniat Party 
membmhip, all over the world whtre relatively frec entrance and 
exit is possible, testifies to mpome extent to its incompatibility with 
the ordinary man's acnse of what iil hdthy. 
A therapist rceognizts delusional symptom in the chronic m- 
piciousnas and fcelmg of hostility diplayed by Communists in 
their S ~ & C B  and writings. He senses tm, the a b n d  ttndtncy 
in the activist exaggeration of party work done of- for the sheer 
delight of being kept busy making trouble for others. And clearat 
of all, he discerns the rigid divergtnct between intellect and feel- 
ing by which an end is made holy if b l e d  by the party hierarchy 
no matter how vicious the meam employed may be. This d&c 
trinity of formal insanity: (1 )  delwional symptoms; (2) manic or 
hyperkinetic temperament; and (3) divergence between intellect 
and feeling, is MI invariably present in orthodox Stalinist function- 
ing that this diwe association of abnormal signs csrnnot be conjlid- , 
crad a pure accident. 
The modern psychiatrist, just like the ordinary layman, has 
considerable difficulty in distinguishing the wide range of dcpea 
of sanity from the almost equally broad spread of degrees of a b  
normality. Obviously, few Communism become institutiond casa, 
since their responses in other areas than the politid are pretty 
much like thme of the rest of us. All p w m q  if p& hard 
and long enough by -ere mental strains, can succumb to some 
form of pychic illna. In our opinion, the available evidence 
strongly indiatcs that the ordinary Communist has started on 
that road W e  might give a multitude of example of C o m m d  
and the abnormal waya in wbich they act. Limitations of space 
prevent us citing more than one, a vtry remarkable example, 
however, of the way in which C o m m h  prwmia cv~n a highly 
trained mind from t b h g  l og idy ,  that is, the atomic scientist 
d "suF-,'*- 
Here is a man gifted far b p n d  ordinary m o d s ,  with the best 
cuiturd backpound a a u w r  Gennan M y  and education 
could pmvide combined with the mast d v a d  technical train- 
opportunidm~ of the kind m c d  for Nobel p r i z e - w i m  in 
the khtoriear of England a d  America. Ae a university student 
' in deprdon-cursed Germany, he wat~ drawn toward the Com- 
m d t  Party orgrrnieoltion for much the same masons that iafiu- 
e n d  thowands of othtr able intdectuais everywhat at bt 
time. b y d t y  to its d - c o m r n g  demsrnds made him d v c l y  
disloyal to he land of his birth, didoyal to the country b t  adopted 
him au a citizen, disloyal to the group of &entiam with whom he 
worked and ironically, in the end, disloyd even to the ideals of 
Communism itself! 
The m o d  question involved is not dm$& It would bt q for 
othere than Fuchs to get confwd about thtir ulh'mafe allegiance. 
Pure science normally has no --its procedures and multa 
have dways been sharad with any hitmated and competent sci- 1 
totist. Trade sccrcta of a scientific or techno10gical nature have 
d w a p  been construed under capitdim as p r o m  rights pro- 
tcctable by patents or other temporary leg- monopolia. h 
the dtntific and technological development. of weapons, rival 
~ V C ~ E S  b v e  likc j e h u s ,  corporations bccausc their very 
txistcnce d t p d a  upon military advantap. ,Great precautions 
' 
arc taken to stt that such new developments arc kept To 
pmcmc m advantage over a d or potential fm for even n frm 
yearn is deemed to be a vital and decisive consideration. 
Whether the British or A~trican government h u l d  have had 
any secrets to withhold from Russia as a "wsutiint partner" is a 
nice point.  gain one might challenge the right of mg g o m m t  
to imprimn a faithless pubhc cmpIoyee on the groud that nation- 
&m is the supreme test d a -'a merit. But these are not the 
rertl isma for our purpose in judging Dr.-F&' motivation. What 
is i m ~ r t a n t  is that he did not have to dnaaw o t h m  about his ' 
ulterior intentions in engaging in nuclear &. H c  waa under 
no compdsion to do t h t  kind of work He could haw carried on 
scholarly investigations in "neutral" scientific theory or in the a p  
phcation of his speci J wienat in some other area. He chaw, 
however, to work og the development of the atom bomb posibly 
because an active acimtific mind like his enjoyed exercising imdf 
upon such r difficult enterprise. Further, he may have had a cer- 
tain playful satisfaction in eluding the watd l fdnm of that a- 
hasted t~ guard the saffeey of thts~ c o l d  qxratiom. 
The rEal tragedy lies in hchs' initial aaamption, apparently 
unslhaken until hi mret and imprisonment, that he was doing 
munkind Q semic~ by enabling the Stalinist rtgimc to keep abrtast 
of the armamcuts race with poesiblt oppomnd As thwgh phung 
in the hands of a amhmcd the mmt murdemus dtvioe on 
record were a gattuc of good-will to all men! Only a warpad and 
twisted interpretation, as bad as anything ever attempted by a 
sh-P hwyet, could make t k  seem plausible to a scientific 
brain. How could any man, particularly one with the cerebral 
equipment of a Fuch, believt that social good would follow from 
such an action? The answer to this might be that Fuchs (as well 
an tsmc other atomic spies) pamd on ilccrtt information becaw 
they genuinely believed that with Russia as strongly equipped 
with such weapons rrs the Western Powers, the West would n m r  
dare use "the bomb". We do know that the me of poison gas did 
not mcur in WorId War I1 because both i des  felt that common 
posemion meant that it tad cancelled itself out as a weapon. In 
thin SCIMC, the British luld American governments both evidently 
hlieve or think in F d '  terms-but in reverse! 
The fact that such a betrayal took place show something of the 
strength of the &itaim or fixation from which F u h  suffered. He 
had never been to R d a ,  yet he sewed the Politburo better 
mast of its hightst functionarim. Ht was well treated by both 
Britain and America, yet he impaired their security aa much as 
any h t i l t  army. What strange rcseatment led a man who l aew 
physical realitiesl sro weli to distort m'sl r&ti#~ so h d a m c n d y  
that he could caoperate w i t h  Kremlin agents as though they were 
ernissari- of some benign deity? Is making retaliation pmiblc, 
the way to insure pace? Much of the riddle s t i l l  r& even after 
this analysis, but this much is dm- & but an d m M y  m l i t y  
dteplp d b g a n i u d  could b acted i this matrw. Not jwt F u h ,  but 
every Communist starts on the road back to m e n d  health the 
moment he makcs a dear break with the Communist myth which 
h disordered the minds of millions dotherwise sound ixldividds! 
f h m  Appeal of bmmunht Avthorhrbunirm 
That mat Communists are compamtivtly sick person% in clear 
need of mend treatment of m m  wrt is an important part of the 
btbavioural picture, bus not dl of it. Another feature is that Com- 
munism, as a totalitarian belief which prtsuraably supplies all th 
answers required by tormented minds in the twentieth century, 
= M a  a longing to submit to hfullibk sulkorig, A number of ab- 
Gmm have commented on the intensting affinitiers of Greek 
Orthdox and Roman Catholic populations to Communist teach- 
ings, dapite the strong o M  and pemod opposition of many 
priests, particularly Catholic, to Communism, It may be si@tbnt 
that Italy and France in frae post-war eltctim found almost a third 
of the votem nupportlng Communist candidate. Undoubtedly 
other dermining fbm were at w o h  in thmc countria, but the 
paspibility that a p a t r i m  church pattern ban p d b p d  many 
persons reared under such a system to the uncritical acceptance 
of my authoritarian tion that giva an opportunity for the ex- 
p k o n  of strong $". mmance or submission ugm (techaicdy 
termed s a d o ~ ~ )  annot be denied. 
A ample quotation from a French wri ter ,  Roger Garaudy, 
reveals the direction this can take when the party functions as 
father, motherI church, and state to the individual who allows it 
to structure dl his activities and claae dl his perceptions.' 
I am a Commmiat without anxiety . . . Since the 
days in which the analysis in Marx's KOpilal taught me 
the didectia of history, I have found mpelf facing a 
compcllii truth. . . . Whcn once I had understud what 
the world some day can h r n e  as a adt of our efforts, 
I go toward that god H ith all my strength and all my 
joy, with psmionatt attachment. . . . If my joining the 
Communist Party has been the beginning of my free- 
dom, my betrayal would be the beginning of my agony, 
that agony which ia always the price paid for a bad 
choice. 
The pathetic sincerity of the admhion that one finds relief in 
leaning on a stronger pmomdity cannot be qustiond any more 
than the r a t i o ~ t i o n s  dsome pious Protestants who profess to 
see the following "Christian" ideas in Communism: 
1. The qul value of all individuals (save that some, like StaIin 
and his folvorite C o m m h ,  arc far "more equal'' than the rest!); 
2. A mystic conception of human society (the Nazis had one just 
as mystic and conceivably more romantic); 
3. The p t h k  of the r m n s - 0 t h  of the human soul (into 
=mething better or into something H w l :  and 
4. The h+ in the coming of the Millennium (erected on a 
mountain of human skuUs?I. 
If the fundamental motive force of contempor- Stalinism 
were really "fraternal love", the writen of this volume would 
gladly join haads with such a meritorious undertaking. Actually, 
it has degenerated into an inmdibly mammoth manifestation of 
f a r  and hate and must receive treatment in mrdance with the 
diseased entity it has baeome. 
Among the more articulate apologists for Communism, one 
' Gwa*, Roger, L- 8/ih m r d ,  ~ a t e r d o r d  R i m ,  Plm kkt, 
1948, p. 56. 
encounters qmatodly the paradoxical phenomenon of the inta1kc- 
tuaI wha isfieefrorn tAb bmk tlccbbs~'ty of thinking b w  dl truth has 
I been automatically b t o w d  upon him by his acceptance of the 
Communist faith! Hb membtrnhip in the party keep him in 
I .  touch with whatever ideas circulate within ita limited hrncwork, hut like a hack lawyer, p&an journalist, or a narrow-minded 
I sectarian d o n m y ,  he enjoys r e ~ t i n g  or erntdkhg the stere- otyped arguments b d c d  down to him fmm on high. Througtbout the world these crusading or hired retailera of Communistic opportunism usuilIy o f h  jwi one m&~t of the Kremlin "line" to 
wbtcver group or individual is being w d .  Semantic b~ackmail 
and all the tricks of the linguistic Mack market are exploited to 
the v e v  hilt! 
They emphasize, like any unscrupulous salesman or dogmatic 
pedawgut, that single feature of Communism which appeals to 
tht interest9 or the temperament d the recipient while deceptively 
failing to tell the whoit story. Thus, to the underprivileged l a b  
ing masses, "wurity" and "economic jutim" am peddled (as 
ulordr only!); to coloniai peoples, emancipation from foreign im- 
perialism is st&; to p m  group, attach on real or imagixlrvy 
war-mongers and mass petitions with a grim joker in the text; to 
the victim of prejudice and discrimination, the natural lure of 
race quality; and so on with whatever seems dgn%cat for every 
"audience". Because m r s  in flrbwhuh rtspome are sa widtsprcad, 
manv are led to believe that thew frrrgmmkr of propaganda con- 
stitute chc cssunce of Communism. 
David and Elizabeth Rodnick spent 1948 in Czcehoslovakia 
analyzing five interesting typa of Communists m a g  the mughly 
ten per cent of the adult population then included in that p u p .  
They H ere:' 
1. "Famtia" or the ultra-loyal core; 
2. "Idealists" who remainad loyal despite any qualms; 
3. "Pan-Slawy' who considered party policy subdimate to an 
inct usive solidarity of the Slavic p p l e ;  
4. "Economists" or individuals who endorsed the apparently 
strictly economic mnsequenw of the party program; and 
5, "Intell~uals" or trained profbsionstls ready to serve as pro- 
pagmdisai for the importance they thus achieved. 
The Rodnickn reached the conclusion that among all of tht five 
group listed, four common psychologicd factors dominated: 
1. A demand for adulation exceeding ordinary =id approval, 
that is, the need to stand above their ftllow-men. 
2. A feeling of belonging to something "big" such as World 
Communism. 
3. A conviction of power in having a b d y  of answers as to 
what t wmng with the world today. 
4. A fsdktic sense of "riding the wave of human datiny." 
Any oat of tBw is r p o ~  erful force in human affairs. In corn- 
bination and joined with ordinary physical courage, they makc s 
formidable driving cngirmc to which much of the i m w v e  mergy 
releasad by tht Communist movement can b: attributed. Much 
ofthis robuartvigwceminlyarh h m  a r+msioA wdt$rorfion ofa 
number of important urge operative in thc lives of men d a y ,  It 
h one thing, however, to work bff old p d g c s  and belligerent re- 
sentments in a desperate &ort to regain one's self-mpeict, but it 
is quite another thing to accept without mmpunction the artifid- 
Jly-created m i s q  af innumerable new crictims of the program to 
which o m  is committed. 
TBt basic contradiction of the attempted new integration 
appcam whenever in the name of expediency, ignoble practices 
are tmptoyad or sanctioned that inevitably obscure whatmu de- 
cent imp* may have originally been present. This tragic 
mechanism is not by any means pculiar to Communists, but it 
appears in a stvtrcly cxqgeratd form in their characteristic 
Ixhaviour, 
ln a recent volume, Charlotte Hddane, a former prrunintnt 
figure in the British Communist Party and divorced wife of the 
wd-known biochemist, J. B. S. Hddaac, ad& her puwnolt testi- 
mony to the tzmntid corrcctn~~ of the interpretation presented in 
this ~hapter.~ The breaking point for her w r t ~  reached during her 
tour of Rumia when she came amm an ewuattd baby, dead of 
starvation. With that sight there perished the already waning be- 
lidthat the Soviet Union was the hope of the world. Repepsting 
the d ~ y  of many wlicr sensitive ohmrrs, she finally left that 
unhappy country "with pity for the pinched, pale kes, the rags 
of the workers, with contempt for the sleek, cynical faecs of the 
political bosscs, and with hatred of the flourishing powerful, in- 
solent facw of the real d e r s  of the country, the mibmd or 
plain cloth- officers and men of the MKVD." The rejection of a 
former mirage could not be more compietc. R-n hrls once mope 
been r c g t d !  
A brief concluding word should be added about the place of 
psychology as a scientific discipline in the U.S.S.R. today. Psy- 
chology aa a weapon is cherished and fmtcred by the regime, 
cspccially as an aid to industrial ex loitation and in facilitating 
orthodox indoctrination i n  tht e 8 ucational system. But like 
workers in all the other sciencta, with the @bit doubtfd mcep- 
tions af medicine, m*ematia, and ph$a, Swiet peychologists 
srrt davish tools d the state. To label an hypothesis "herttid" is 
I mare damaghg than to disprove it cxPw;nentdly. The basic con- cepts and r c s c d  context of the subject arc decided, not by empirical data and r i prow anal*, but by the arbitrary decision of a government bureau without technical or scholarly qualifica- tions for such judgments. Current Soviet psychiatry similarly re- flects the offidd ban on the idea that there are internal creative vibi l i t i -  developed by the growth and experience of the indi- vidual, or that there can be private causes for sorrow regardcia of social setting, or even that there may be an "uncodous" affecting our actions. What is appalling1 y s w c a n t  iar not the truth or falsity of t h w  views, but the colmsd impertintnct of a 
dict atomhip's administrative agencies determining for' better- 
I informed specialists and experts what shall lx offered as the cor- 
I rcct version of realitv in tht com~ltx  world of the mind! Prcten- 
sions to omnipten& arc here kealcd in their most insolent g form! 
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